U racil created by activation-induced cytosine deaminase (AID) 3 during somatic hypermutation (SHM) or class switch recombination (CSR) can be eliminated in various ways, by direct copying during DNA replication, resulting in C/G to T/A transitions, by base excision repair (BER) using Ung as the major uracil glycosylase, or by mismatch repair (MMR) (reviewed in Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] . In SHM, either the uracil alone and/or neighboring bases can be altered, depending on whether BER or MMR are involved, and on the number of nucleotides excised and the types of error-prone polymerases engaged. Inactivation of Ung results in an almost complete elimination of transversion mutations from C and G, while the frequency of mutations from C and G overall is not altered and mutations from A and T are still relatively frequent (3, 4) . Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice also are defective in CSR (5) . Inactivation of the MMR recognition proteins Msh2 or Msh6 reduces overall mutations and greatly reduces mutations from A or T (6 -11) . CSR is also diminished in Msh2 Ϫ/Ϫ and Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (2, 6, 7, (12) (13) (14) . Genes that encode proteins involved in postmismatch recognition functions of MMR have also been shown to be involved in SHM and CSR. Mice deficient in the MutL homologs Mlh1 and Pms2 have altered SHM and CSR patterns (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Exonuclease 1-mutant mice have altered SHM and reduced CSR (21) . Interestingly, mice deficient in Mlh3 have increased SHM, suggesting that Mlh3 normally reduces the SHM mutation load (22) . These findings showed that both BER and MMR are involved in SHM and CSR, and further, suggested that the two mechanisms may interact in the processing of the AID-created uracils (see Discussion).
Msh2/Ung double-knockout mice produce essentially only C and G transitions during SHM and have severely reduced CSR (23) . We initiated crosses between Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ and Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice to test whether MMR and BER are the major mechanisms of creating post-AID mutations from A and T, and transversions from C and G. We used Msh6 rather than Msh2 because the former, together with Msh2 in a MutS␣ complex, is only involved in recognition of single base-pair mismatches and single base loops, whereas Msh2, in combination with Msh3 (MutS␤), is also involved in recognizing larger loops (24) . AID creates single base U/G mismatches; larger mismatches and unpaired loops are not direct consequences of AID deamination, although loops may arise during CSR in Rlooped switch regions, and potentially during SHM if AID deaminates two or more consecutive Cs or if error-prone repair causes a mismatch of more than one nucleotide. A potentially different role of the mismatch repair complex MutS␤ (Msh2/Msh3) compared with MutS␣ (Msh2/Msh6) was suggested, because the pattern of switch joints appeared to differ in Msh2 Ϫ/Ϫ and Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (12) . Recently, it was suggested that Msh6 may serve as a scaffold in SHM (25) .
The Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice were also important to further study whether the sparing of the very 5Ј end and the C region of Ig genes during SHM was indeed due to lack of AID access/activity in these regions. We found previously that the lack of mutations in the very 5Ј and 3Ј regions of Ig genes was as severe in Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice as in wild-type mice and concluded that AID did not function in these regions (26) . There remained the possibility that AID-created uracils were present in the 5Ј and 3Ј regions of Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice, but that U/Gs in these flanking regions were repaired error-free by MMR that proceeded without mistakes, as MMR would elsewhere in the genome. In that case, uracils in the 5Ј and 3Ј ends could have been faithfully repaired to cytosines by MMR. Elimination of both single-mismatch MMR and Ung likely reveals whether error-free copying of uracils occurs in Ig gene SHM. 
Materials and Methods

Mice
Cells and DNAs
Mice (all mice were 2 mo old, except for the Ung ϩ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice which were 3 mo old; see Table I ) were immunized i.p. with 10 8 sheep RBC (SRBC; MP Biomedicals) on day 1, boosted with the same amount of SRBC on day 8, and sacrificed on day 11. Sera were saved for ELISA analysis, while spleens were removed and minced in RPMI 1640. RBC in the spleen were lysed and the remaining spleen cells were stained with fluorescein-peanut lectin agglutinin (PNA) and PE-anti-B220. PNA high B220
ϩ cells were purified using a Mo-Flo sorter (BD Biosciences) at the Immunology Core Facility (University of Chicago). The purified cells were lysed in lysis buffer containing proteinase K (500 g/ml), EDTA (50 mM, pH 8.0), SDS (1%), and Tris (50 mM, pH8.0) overnight at 37°C. DNAs were extracted using phenol/chloroform.
PCR, cloning and mutation analysis
The PCR method for the H chain gene was described elsewhere (26, 27) . Briefly, PFU turbo DNA polymerase (Invitrogen Life Technologies) was used during a touchdown PCR in the presence of a pair of primers which specifically annealed to the rearranged VJ H 558 region and the J H 4-C intron (27) . Gel electrophoresis was performed to purify a 1.2-kb DNA fragment containing VJ H 558 rearranged to J H 4 using the QIAquick Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen). The purified DNA was inserted into a TOPO II (blunt) vector (Invitrogen Life Technologies). The vector-transformed bacteria were grown overnight at 37°C in a kanamycin plate. Colonies were picked and further amplified in Luria-Bertani medium in the presence of kanamycin. The vector DNA was purified using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen). Alternatively, colonies were picked and DNA was automatically prepared at the sequencing center (University of Chicago). DNA was sequenced using automated sequencing (3730XL; Applied Biosystems), and sequence analysis was performed using Sequencher 4.1. Only mutations in the 1.1-kb DNA sequence starting at the first nucleotide of the intron (ϳ0.7 kb from the promoter) were counted to avoid any ambiguity caused by VDJ recombination. For the sequencing of the 5Ј end of the 1 gene, the procedure described in Ref. 26 was used.
ELISA
ELISA was performed using the SBA clonotyping System/AP kit according to the manufacturer's instructions (Southern Biotechnology Associates). Briefly, 5 g of capture Ab was added to each well in an ELISA plate, and the plate was incubated overnight at 4°C. After rinsing the plate three times with PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 to remove the extra capture Ab, the wells were blocked with 1% BSA. The diluted serum samples containing Igs of interest were then added to the wells, and the ELISA plate was incubated overnight at 4°C. Unbound serum proteins were rinsed out with PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 before various Abs anti-Ig C regions conjugated with alkaline phosphatase were added. The plate was incubated at room temperature on a shaker for 1 h. Unbound Abs were removed by rinsing the plate five times with PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20. The substrate ( p-nitrophenyl phosphate) was added to the wells and the OD was read at 405 nm in the Synergy HT reader (Bio-Tek Instruments) at various time periods. Each serum sample was assayed three times in duplicate. Fig. 2 shows the average of all assays.
Statistical analysis
Pairwise comparisons of Ig levels in different transgenic mice were performed using a rank-based nonparametric testing procedure. For each experiment, the Ig levels of the mice were ranked, and the sum of ranks for one of the strains was calculated across experiments. An empirical distribution of this statistic under the null hypothesis of no difference in Ig levels was constructed using simulations, and two-sided p values were calculated from this distribution. We performed 10,000 simulations, and each simulated rank was drawn by assuming that the Ig levels of the two strains of mice are independent identically distributed variables within each experiment. The statistically significant differences are indicated in Fig. 2 .
Results
The mutation frequencies are not changed in Ung
Ϫ/Ϫ and
with wild-type Ung
We analyzed mutations in the H chain locus starting from the first nucleotide of the JC intron of VDJ H 4-rearranged genes. The uracil-DNA glycosylase-deficient mice underwent efficient somatic hypermutation indicated by the mutation frequencies in mutated DNA sequences (3.3 and 2.3/1000 bp, compared with 2.6 and 2.5/ 1000 bp in wild-type mice) (Table I) . However, the overall mutation frequencies in mice with the Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ background and wildtype Ung were reduced (1.4, 1.5, 1.3, and 1.5/1000 bp in mutated DNA sequences) (Table I ) and mutated sequences accumulated only few mutations ( Fig. 1 , pie charts). The unchanged mutation frequencies in Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice and the reduced mutations in the secondary response of Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice agrees with previous findings in Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice (5, 26), Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (7, 9) , and Msh2 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (10), respectively. Thus, production of Msh6, as well as Msh2, which together are involved in mismatch repair of single base mismatches or loops, appears to increase the mutation frequency. Alternatively, Msh2/Msh6 may aid the survival of mutating B cells (10) (see Discussion). Interestingly, in Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ Ung Ϫ/Ϫ doubleknockout mice the mutation frequencies in mutated sequences were as in wild-type mice (2.7, 2.1, 2.3, and 2.9/1000 bp of mutated sequences) (Table I ) and many mutated sequences accumulated large numbers of mutations ( Fig. 1 , pie charts) (see Discussion).
Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice can mutate A and T, but at a reduced frequency
In Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice, as described before (5, 26) , most of the mutations from C and G were transitions. The Ung Ϫ/Ϫ and wild-type mice showed a similar ratio of mutations at A over those at T, however, the A,T mutation frequency was reduced in the Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice (Fig.  1) . The percentage of A,T mutations in the 1100 nt 3Ј of J H 4 was 34%, compared with 51% in the wild-type mice (Table II, no. 6), a reduction in Ung Ϫ/Ϫ by 33%. This is a similar reduction of A,T mutations as previously seen near J H 4 in the same Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice (5, 32) which had 43% A,T mutations, compared with 57% in wild-type mice (a reduction by 25%) (Table II, no. 4). Our findings here are also similar to the A,T mutations in the 1145 nt 3Ј of J H 4 in another study (26) . There, wild-type mice had 47% A,T mutations, and Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice only 36% (Table II, no. 3). The least reduction of A,T mutations by only 11% was seen in the most highly mutated region of a transgene (Table II, no. 1) (26). The highest reduction of A,T mutations (by 52%) was found toward the FIGURE 1. Mutation patterns in wild-type and different knockout mice. The data were combined from two to four mice of each genotype (see Table I ). The third box, Ung ϩ , Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ , includes two Ung
Msh6
Ϫ/Ϫ and two Ung ϩ/ϩ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (see Table I ). The fourth box, Ung Ϫ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ , includes 176 mutations in the H chain locus (the same region as compiled in the other three boxes) and 54 mutations in VJ1 (see Fig. 3 ). The last column in each box is the percentage adjusted for nucleotide composition in the 1.1-kb region 3Ј of J H 4 (last column of Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ Ung Ϫ/Ϫ is adjusted for both the heavy and genes). Identical sequences in the same PCR were counted only once. In the pie charts, the numbers outside the large circles are point mutations, those in the central circles are the total clones sequenced. 3Ј end of the JC intron of the same transgene (Table II, 26) . Because in this study (26) , all regions were sequenced from PNA high B cells of the same mice (Table II , nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 7), but the proportion of A,T mutations in Ung Ϫ/Ϫ vs wild-type mice vary from 0.48 to 0.89, the differences are unlikely due to immunization, but rather may depend on the primary sequence. Taken together, these findings suggest that Ung, and thus presumably BER, plays a role in A,T mutations (see Discussion).
Most mutations in Msh6
Ϫ/Ϫ and Ung Ϫ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice are transitions from C and G A previous study showed that C,G mutations were mainly transitions and A,T mutations were greatly diminished in Ung
Msh2
Ϫ/Ϫ double-knockout mice (23) . To further determine whether the Msh2/6 complex is essential and whether there is any contribution by the Msh2/Msh3 complex, or Msh2 alone, to generate transversions from C,G or mutations from A,T, we analyzed Ung Ϫ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice along with Ung ϩ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice as controls (Fig. 1) . Only 2% of the mutations in the Ung Ϫ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice were at A or T, the rest were C,G mutations, all of them being CϾT and GϾA transitions. Thus, the findings in the Ung
Msh6
Ϫ/Ϫ are very similar to the mutation profile in the Ung
Msh2
Ϫ/Ϫ mice, indicating that the Msh2/6 complex, but not the Msh2/Msh3 complex, is required for generating high levels of A,T mutations. A less severe reduction of A,T mutations was seen in Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice with wild-type Ung supporting the notion that some mutations at A and T can arise by Ung-dependent BER without the help of MMR (but see Discussion) (Fig. 1) .
CSR is diminished in Ung
Ϫ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice
To ascertain whether CSR was impaired in the Ung
mice, we conducted ELISA analyses of the sera of SRBC-immunized mice. Data in Fig. 2 (Fig. 2) . In Ung Ϫ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice serum IgG and IgA were essentially absent. Compared with wildtype mice, in the Ung Ϫ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ double-knockout mice the IgG1, 2a, 2b, 3, and IgA levels were 12-120 times lower ( p Ͻ 0.0002) (Fig. 2) , indicating that CSR is greatly diminished. CSR in the Ung ϩ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice, however, is not severely impaired, except for IgA ( p Ͻ 0.0002). This differs from previous data that showed that both IgG1 and IgG3 in Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mouse sera were significantly reduced (7) . The mice in that study were 3-6 mo old, our Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ Ung ϩ/Ϫ mice were 3 mo old (Table I) 
Msh6
Ϫ/Ϫ mice were expected (Fig. 2) to compensate for the reduced or absent IgGs and IgA by overexpressing IgM. Interestingly, although CSR in the Ung Ϫ/Ϫ Msh6 ϩ/ϩ mice was significantly reduced compared with wild-type mice, it was higher than in Ung Ϫ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice ( p Ͻ 0.0002) (Fig. 2) , indicating that both BER and MMR are responsible for CSR and that their roles in CSR may be somewhat overlapping.
The 5Ј region of Ig genes is not accessible to AID
In a previous study, we showed that, as in wild-type mice, mutations in Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice start 100 -200 bp downstream of the Ig promoter (26) . This finding suggested that AID did not gain access to the very 5Ј end of Ig genes, because, if it did, in the absence of Ung one would have expected an AID "footprint" of C:G to T:A transitions (26) . However, the possibility remained that C,G transition mutations were not seen because mismatch repair recognized potential AID-created uracils and resulted in faithful, errorfree restitutions of cytosines. To address this question, we analyzed mutations in the 5Ј end of Ig genes in the Ung
Msh6
Ϫ/Ϫ mice. Of 57 mutations in the Ig L chain gene from 61 clones, no mutations occurred in the first 97 bp and full mutation activity started only ϳ200 bp downstream of the promoter (Fig. 3) . This distribution of mutations is the same as in wild-type or Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice (26) . Because BER and MMR, the major apparent mechanisms responsible for posturacil SHM events, were absent in these mice, we conclude that AID, indeed, is unable to access the 5Ј region of Ig genes in vivo.
AID activity declines significantly within a 1.1-kb sequence 3Ј of J H 4
Mutations are also absent in the 3Ј end of Ig genes, both in wildtype and Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice, suggesting that AID does not act beyond ϳ1.5-2 kb from the promoter (26) . To assess the possibility that high fidelity mismatch repair may eliminate uracils in this region, we compared the mutation distributions in the 1.1-kb sequence 3Ј FIGURE 2. CSR activity in wild-type and different knockout mice. The data were combined from two mice. p, Wild type; s, Ung
The statistical significance is indicated directly above a column (when less than wild-type mice) or higher up above a columns (when more than wild-type mice). of J H 4. In both the Ung Ϫ/Ϫ Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ and wild-type mice, the highest density of mutations was at the 5Ј end of the JC intron; more 3Ј the density of mutations was gradually reduced so that mutations at the 3Ј end of the 1.1-kb region 3Ј of J H 4 were scarce, both in Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ Ung Ϫ/Ϫ and wild-type mice (Fig. 4, C and D) . Two factors might contribute to the mutation distribution in this 1.1-kb DNA sequence: the distribution of cytosines and the occurrence of the WRC/GYW hotspots. Comparing the 5Ј end to the 3Ј end of the 1.1-kb DNA fragment, the frequency of cytosines is similar (Fig. 4A) , while the frequency of WRC/GYW hotspots is actually slightly higher 3Ј (Fig. 4B) , indicating that the distribution of mutations is independent of either the distribution of cytosines or the occurrence of AID hotspots. Thus, increasing scarcity of AIDinduced deaminations appears responsible for the waning mutagenesis toward the 3Ј end, suggesting that, indeed, AID does not access or does not act at the 3Ј end of Ig genes.
Discussion
Compared with Msh2
Ϫ/Ϫ Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice, SHM and CSR are affected in the same way in Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice. This suggests that MMR in these processes is induced by recognition of the U/G mismatch by the MutS-␣ complex, Msh2/Msh6, that is responsible for recognizing single-base mismatches and loops, and not the MutS-␤ complex, Msh2/Msh3, that recognizes larger mismatches and loops. The fact that almost all mutations at C and G are transitions suggests that they arise by direct replication of the AID created uracils and that, besides BER and MMR, no other repair mechanism may recognize and process the uracils. It had been shown, by us and others, that nucleotide excision repair deficiency does not alter SHM (28 -31) . The findings here confirm this. Some mutations at A and T still arise in the double-knockout mice, ϳ2% in the current study (Fig. 1) . This is unlikely due to MutS-␤ (Msh2/ Msh3) activity, because a similar proportion is seen in Msh2/Ung double-knockout mice (23) . Thus, perhaps other uracil glycosylases can get involved (32) and, in rare occasions, their action during SHM may attract error-prone polymerases.
The mutation frequencies in mutated DNA clones are the same in Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice as in wild-type mice (Table I ). In contrast, in Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice with wild-type Ung, the mutation frequencies are reduced (bold in Table I ). Reduction in mutation frequencies has also been observed in mice with Msh2 deficiency (10, 11) but not in mice with Msh2/Ung double deficiency (23). Rada et al. (23) suggested that, in the presence of Ung, CSR was initiated but when MutS-␣ was absent, CSR was not completed and thus the cells may have died, while in the absence of Ung, CSR would not be initiated. There may also be an interesting alternative explanation, because CSR is not severely compromised in Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice. Perhaps, in the presence of Ung but absence of mismatch repair, many of the uracils created by AID may be repaired to cytosine by the normal base excision repair with polymerase ␤, thus reducing mutations.
CSR is greatly curtailed in the double-knockout mice, however, it is not eliminated (Fig. 2) . There clearly are switched Igs for IgG1, IgG2b, and IgA. Perhaps IgG2a and IgG3 were also present at levels not detectable, because these Ig isotypes are also rare in wild-type mice. Presumably, switch recombination in these cases results from spontaneous single-strand breaks near each other, one on each DNA strand, in S and a downstream S region. If this were the case, it would suggest that in normal CSR the recruitment of nonhomologous end joining complexes and the synapsing of S and another S region would not require participation of AID. In fact, in the absence of AID some IgG1 and IgG2a was observed in AID Ϫ/Ϫ mice (33) . Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice had been shown before to retain a high frequency of mutations at A and T (5, 26) . This was interpreted to indicate that Ung and consequently base excision repair are not responsible for A,T mutations. Inspecting A,T mutations in the different studies, however, shows that mutations at A and T are consistently lower in Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice than in wild-type mice, being reduced by 11-52% of the frequencies in wild-type littermates (Table II) . This suggests that base excision repair likely does play a role in A,T mutations. Based on the data in Table II , potentially, up to 52% of A,T mutations arise by an error-prone long patch excision during BER initiated by Ung. Outside of SHM, such long patch BER is relatively error-free due to copying of the G-containing strand by pol ␤ or a replicative polymerase, ␦ or (24) . In SHM, error-prone polymerases apparently become involved. The proportions of A,T mutations in Ung Ϫ/Ϫ vs wild-type mice vary greatly in the different DNA sequences analyzed (Table II) . This seems unrelated to the proportion of AID hotspots as would be expected if it were due to factors acting after AID. The increasing reductions of A,T mutations are slightly parallel with increasing proportions of known hotspots of the error-prone polymerase (WA, and its inverse TW) (34) . This may suggest that pol is not the major polymerase interacting with MMR in SHM in the absence of Ung, although it has been reported that pol can interact with Msh2/Msh6 (35) .
In the absence of Msh6 but the presence of wild-type Ung, there are very few mutations from A and T, although more than when both Ung and Msh6 are inactivated ( Fig. 1; (7, 9) . This scarcity of A,T mutations in mice deficient for Msh6 alone disagrees with the conclusion that Ung is responsible for a proportion of up to 52% of mutations from A and T. However, this finding hints at a collaboration between Ung and MMR (26) . Ung is more active on ssDNA than dsDNA (36, 37) . Presumably, in normal SHM, Ung acts efficiently on ssDNA created by Msh2/Msh6 induced excision of either the U or G containing strand. However, because Ung is less active in removing the U in dsDNA, long patch base excision repair is reduced in Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ mice. SHM is restricted to transcribed Ig genes between ϩ100 and 200 from the start of transcription to ϳ2 kb 3Ј (26, 38 -43) . This distribution is unaltered in Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice (26) , suggesting that AID did not access or not operate in the spared 5Ј and 3Ј ends of Ig genes. It was, however, possible that AID-induced uracils were produced in the 5Ј and 3Ј ends, but that the U/G mismatches were recognized by Msh2/Msh6 and repaired without error. The present study shows that in Msh6 Ϫ/Ϫ , Ung Ϫ/Ϫ mice the 5Ј and 3Ј regions again have few or no mutations (Figs. 3 and 4) . It is thus very unlikely that AID targets these regions. This is strikingly different from the result of the cell-free study that showed that AID could access cytidines immediately downstream of the promoter in naked DNAs (44) . Therefore, the interesting questions that remain are whether in vivo AID may be associated with transcription complexes only in the ϳϩ100 nt to ϳϩ2 kb region of Ig genes, whether it can only access this region even without association with the transcription complex, or whether it is present in complexes with DNA in the 5Ј and 3Ј regions but cannot act. These questions are under further study.
AID activity in vitro is much higher than the mutation frequencies observed in SHM in vivo. This may be due partially to lower concentrations of AID in vivo. However, SHM is tested several days after AID induction in vivo, whereas in vitro, very high mutation frequencies are seen within a few minutes (e.g., Ref. 45 ). Because BER and MMR appear to be the major mechanisms involved in the processing of AID induced uracils in vivo, the transition mutations from C and G in the absence of BER and MMR likely are a "footprint" of AID, namely represent the uracils created by AID. Thus, it appears that AID action might be curtailed in vivo. An untested alternative is that another uracil glycosylase (such as Smug (32)) is involved in removing a high proportion of AID-created uracils during SHM in vivo and that this glycosylase prevents or does not foster the access of error-prone polymerases.
